Introduction

35
In Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) Functional Mag- is particularly critical for pre-surgical mapping (Hirsch et al., 2000; 45 O'Shea et al., 2006; Sunaert, 2006; Yetkin et al., 1996) and cortical 46 surface based analyses (Argall et al., 2006; Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 47 T 1 specific cost functional that we present next. between E(x) and S(x) is reversed; however, this negative correlation 151 is most noticeable in the intensity difference between CSF and other 152 tissue types, and is less reliable between white matter and gray matter.
153
Structural volumes are also bright in fat, whereas EPI volumes are 154 universally acquired with fat suppressing saturation RF pulses.
155
Therefore, all EPI-to-structural registration work must be done with 156"skull stripped"^structural volumes; it is usually necessary to mask off 157 the residual fat signature surrounding the EPI volumes as well.
158
Our initial efforts at improving EPI-structural alignment used the overlap. Therefore, we decided to emphasize CSF and to enhance 170 significant negative correlations in our cost functional by making 171 some simple modifications to the PC calculation.
172
In our new cost functional, we weight bright regions in the EPI 173 volume more heavily (but not exclusively); that is, we compute a 174 spatially weighted correlation coefficient. After some initial experi-175 ments, we settled on the weight function w(x) = min(1,E(x) / E 90 ), 176 where E 90 is the 90% point on the cumulative histogram of the EPI 177 volume, restricted to the EPI brain mask. In addition, to reduce 178 sensitivity to non-uniformity artifacts^-particularly important when 179 using multi-coil EPI acquisitions^-we first compute this correlation 180 coefficient r only locally, in a neighborhood N(x) about any given point 181 x, then nonlinearly combine a collection of these r(x) values into the 182 cost functional: 
to accentuate larger correlations, and where P is a set of neighborhood 187 centers, chosen so that the union of neighborhoods [ xaP N x ð Þ^covers 188 the volume of interest in S(x) (i.e., the brain as output by the skull 189 stripping software, plus a small buffer zone). We call this cost 190 functional the Local Pearson Correlation (LPC). The use of cross-191 correlation is common as a measure of matching in image processing 192 and in MRI in particular (Collins et al., 1994) ; however, the LPC 193 approach differs by its use of the weighting function and of localized 194 estimates that are later combined nonlinearly. We emphasize that our 195 algorithm is seeking the transformation T(x, θ) that produces the 196 smallest (most negative) possible
is also an option).
198
The basic neighborhood N(x) is chosen to be a rhombic 
306
Out of 648 inter-rater score pairs, there were 13 instances where a 307 particular alignment was given scores differing by 2 points or more.
308
Concerned that these might have reflected errors in entering the 309 scores, these pairs were randomized and re-rated several weeks after 310 the first rating session, with the raters again blind to the registration 311 method and to the previous score. After re-rating, none of the 13 brain 312 pairs had score differences greater than one. was to layer one volume atop another. In Fig. 1(A3 
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where m ijk is the expected number among the total number, N, of 418 registered volumes in the j-th rank (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), using the i-th method A standard overlay of EPI in amber atop a structural image in gray scale after alignment using the CR cost functional (left) and LPC (right). Middle and Bottom Rows: EPI edges only, overlaid in cyan atop T1-weighted images. Red arrows mark corresponding zones in the two aligned cases that can be used for comparing the quality of registration. The yellow arrow points to a location where the EPI edge alignment may have worsened. Note that although the CR result appears better in the display mode of the first row, it was scored worse than the LPC result after scrutiny of the overlap between internal features. Matching brain outlines is not always a good strategy.
419
(i = 1, 2, …, 5), rated by the k-th rater (k = 1, 2, 3); λ is the overall effect as the product of a method-dependent factor μ i and quality rank v j
423
(v j = 1 for "very poor", 2 for "poor", 3 for "moderate", and 4 for "good"),
424
between method and rater by the product of a rater-dependent factor 425 φ k and quality rank v j , between method and rater by λ ik
XZ
, and between 426 the three variables by the product of a factor η ik and quality rank v j .
427
The observed number of registered volumes in the j-th rank using the due to nonlinear image warping, the distortion must be quite local.
498
The mismatch in the exterior brain contours in inferior and frontal 499 areas is likely due to susceptibility induced signal dropout in the EPI 500 volume. Table 1 for results of a more detailed statistical analysis of the scores. 
HEL columns/rows).
528
In addition to the blinded ratings and statistical tests obtained on 529 the 27 sample datasets, we tested LPC alignment on 22 additional 530 dataset pairs judged to be of good quality. We found that LPC . Frequency with which a score was assigned to a particular method. The raw counts from this figure form the contingency table analyzed using Eq. (3). The four image pairs represent sample alignment cases where the scoring was unanimous. The 'very poor' case is clearly out of alignment. In the 'poor' and 'moderate' cases, red ellipses mark some of the zones where edge mismatches led raters to assign the score. The small red right-angle provides a 1 cm scale. 
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The second row was generated using one of the high-quality optimal alignment nor do they exhibit the high-frequency structure of 588 many local minima that could easily derail an optimization routine. histogram-based methods are not necessarily minimized at the best 
